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KEY=KORMAN - KALEB ESSENCE
Ungifted Scholastic Canada Donovan, whose real gift is getting into trouble, ﬁnds himself at an academy for gifted
students! Donovan is deﬁnitely skilled . . . at getting into trouble. And when one of his thoughtless pranks accidentally
destroys the school gym during the Big Game, with the superintendent watching, he knows he's in for it. Suspension at
best, maybe expulsion. Either way, a lawsuit and paying for damages. But through a strange chain of events, his name
gets put on the list for the local school for gifted students: the Academy for Scholastic Distinction. Donovan knows he's
not a genius, but he can't miss this chance to escape. Now, he has to ﬁgure out a way to stay at ASD -- and ﬁt in with
the kids there. And who knows, maybe his real gift will come to light . . . A new story from the master of middle-grade
and YA humour Gordon Korman, Ungifted is a funny exploration of the special (and often surprising) talents that make
each of us gifted in our own way. Ungifted Scholastic Canada Donovan, whose real gift is getting into trouble, ﬁnds
himself at an academy for gifted students! Donovan is deﬁnitely skilled... at getting into trouble. And when one of his
thoughtless pranks accidentally destroys the school gym during the Big Game, with the superintendent watching, he
knows he's in for it. Suspension at best, maybe expulsion. Either way, a lawsuit and paying for damages. But through a
strange chain of events, his name gets put on the list for the local school for gifted students: the Academy for
Scholastic Distinction. Donovan knows he's not a genius, but he can't miss this chance to escape. Now, he has to ﬁgure
out a way to stay at ASD — and ﬁt in with the kids there. And who knows, maybe his real gift will come to light... A new
story from the master of middle-grade and YA humour Gordon Korman, Ungifted is a funny exploration of the special
(and often surprising) talents that make each of us gifted in our own way. Ungifted Harper Collins From #1 New York
Times bestselling author Gordon Korman comes a hilarious and heartfelt novel in which one middle-school
troublemaker accidentally moves into the gifted and talented program—and changes everything. For fans of Louis
Sachar and Jack Gantos, this funny and touching underdog story is a lovable and goofy adventure with robot ﬁghts,
middle-school dances, live experiments, and statue-toppling pranks! When Donovan Curtis pulls a major prank at his
middle school, he thinks he’s ﬁnally gone too far. But thanks to a mix-up by one of the administrators, instead of
getting in trouble, Donovan is sent to the Academy of Scholastic Distinction, a special program for gifted and talented
students. Although it wasn’t exactly what Donovan had intended, the ASD couldn’t be a more perfectly unexpected
hideout for someone like him. But as the students and teachers of ASD grow to realize that Donovan may not be good
at math or science (or just about anything), he shows that his gifts may be exactly what the ASD students never knew
they needed. Don't miss the sequel to this word-of-mouth hit: Supergifted! This funny and heartwarming sequel to
Ungifted cleverly sends up our preconceived ideas about intelligence, heroism, and popularity. Supergifted Scholastic
Canada NYT bestselling author Gordon Korman's sequel toUngifted cleverly sends up our preconceived ideas about
intelligence, heroism, and popularity! Donovan Curtis has never been what anyone would call "gifted." But his genius
friend Noah Youkilis is actuallysupergifted, with one of the highest IQs around. After years at the Academy for
Scholastic Distinction, all Noah dreams of is the opportunity to fail if he wants to. And he's landed in the perfect place
to do it--Donovan's school. Almost immediately, Noah ﬁnds himself on the wrong side of cheerleading captain Megan
Mercury and alpha jock Hash "Hashtag" Taggart. Sticking up for Noah lands Donovan in the middle of a huge feud with
Hashtag. He's told to stay away from the sports star--or else. That should be the end of it, but when a freak incident
suddenly makes Donovan a hero, he can't tell anyone about it since Hashtag is involved. So Noah steps in and becomes
"Superkid." Now he's gone from nerd to titan at school. And it may have gone more than a little bit to his head.
Supergifted Balzer + Bray The highly anticipated sequel to Ungifted from #1 New York Times bestselling author Gordon
Korman. Donovan Curtis has never been what anyone would call “gifted.” But his genius friend Noah Youkilis is
actually supergifted, with one of the highest IQs around. After years at the Academy for Scholastic Distinction, all Noah
dreams of is the opportunity to fail if he wants to. And he’s landed in the perfect place to do it—Donovan’s school.
Almost immediately, Noah ﬁnds himself on the wrong side of cheerleading captain Megan Mercury and alpha jock Hash
“Hashtag” Taggart. Sticking up for Noah lands Donovan in the middle of a huge feud with Hashtag. He’s told to stay
away from the sports star—or else. That should be the end of it, but when a freak incident suddenly makes Donovan a
hero, he can’t tell anyone about it since Hashtag is involved. So Noah steps in and becomes “Superkid.” Now he’s gone
from nerd to titan at school. And it may have gone more than a little bit to his head. This funny and heartwarming
sequel to Ungifted, which has become a word-of-mouth hit, cleverly sends up our ideas about intelligence, heroism,
and popularity. Son of the Mob Little, Brown Books for Young Readers Vince Luca is just like any other high school guy. His
best friend, Alex, is trying to score vicariously through him; his brother is a giant pain; and his father keeps bugging
him to get motivated. There is just one thing that really sets him apart for other kids—his father happens to be the
head of a powerful crime organization. Needless to say, while Vince''s family''s connections can be handy for certain
things (like when teachers are afraid to give him a bad grade), they can put a serious crimp in his dating life. How is he
supposed to explain to a girl what his father does for a living? But when Vince meets a girl who ﬁnally seems to be
worth the trouble, her family turns out to be the biggest problem of all. Because her father is an FBI agent—the one
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who wants to put his father away for good. Restart Scholastic Inc. The amazing New York Times bestseller about what
you can do when life gives you a second chance. Chase's memory just went out the window. Chase doesn't remember
falling oﬀ the roof. He doesn't remember hitting his head. He doesn't, in fact, remember anything. He wakes up in a
hospital room and suddenly has to learn his whole life all over again . . . starting with his own name. He knows he's
Chase. But who is Chase? When he gets back to school, he sees that diﬀerent kids have very diﬀerent reactions to his
return. Some kids treat him like a hero. Some kids are clearly afraid of him. One girl in particular is so angry with him
that she pours her frozen yogurt on his head the ﬁrst chance she gets. Pretty soon, it's not only a question of who
Chase is -- it's a question of who he was . . . and who he's going to be. From the #1 bestselling author of Swindle and
Slacker, Restart is the spectacular story of a kid with a messy past who has to ﬁgure out what it means to get a clean
start. Whatshisface Scholastic Inc. When 12-year-old Cooper Vega moves for the third time in ﬁve years, he receives a
state-of-the-art smartphone to help him stay in touch with old friends. He's had phones before, but this one is buggy
and unpredictable. When a boy named Roderick Northrop communicates with him through the phone, Cooper realizes
the phone isn't buggy at all; the thing is haunted! Slacker Scholastic Inc. Cameron Boxer is very happy to spend his life
avoiding homework, hanging out with his friends, and gaming for hours in his basement. It's not too hard for him to
get away with it . . . until he gets so caught up in one game that he almost lets his house burn down around him. Oops.
It's time for some serious damage control--so Cameron and his friends invent a fake school club that will make it seem
like they're doing good deeds instead of slacking oﬀ. The problem? Some kids think the club is real--and Cameron is
stuck being president. Soon Cameron is part of a mission to save a beaver named Elvis from certain extinction. Along
the way, he makes some new friends--and some powerful new enemies. The guy who never cared about anything is
now at the center of everything . . . and it's going to take all his slacker skills to win this round. Born to Rock Little,
Brown Books for Young Readers Leo Caraway—high school senior, president of the Young Republicans club, 4.0 GPA,
future Harvard student—had his entire future perfectly planned out. That was, until the X factor. As in Marion X.
McMurphy, aka King Maggot, the lead singer of Purge, the most popular, most destructive band punk rock has ever
seen. He's also Leo's biological father. When Leo discovers that his real father is a punk rock legend, he is disgusted.
Not only is Leo not a punk rock fan, but he believes the X factor (the Maggot blood that is running through his veins) is
a dangerous time bomb just waiting to explode. And sure enough it does—Leo stubbornly defends the unlikeliest of
people, thereby getting himself falsely accused of cheating on a test. Because of the blemish on his record, the once
star pupil ﬁnds his scholarship to Harvard taken away. So he hatches the crazy plan of going on tour with King Maggot
for Purge's summer revival tour, all the while secretly hoping to convince Maggot to pay for his tuition. But life on the
road is even crazier than Leo ever bargained for, and before the summer is out, he will ﬁnally discover the surprising
truth about his dad, his friends, and most important, himself. Unplugged HarperCollins From the New York Times
bestselling author of The Unteachables, Gordon Korman, comes a hilarious middle grade novel about a group of kids
forced to “unplug” at a wellness camp—where they instead ﬁnd intrigue, adventure, and a whole lot of chaos. Perfect
for fans of Korman’s Ungifted and the Masterminds series, as well as Carl Hiaasen’s eco mysteries. As the son of the
world’s most famous tech billionaire, spoiled Jett Baranov has always gotten what he wanted. So when his father’s
private jet drops him in the middle of the Arkansas wilderness, at a place called the Oasis, Jett can’t believe it. He’s
forced to hand over his cell phone, eat grainy veggie patties, and participate in wholesome activities with the other
kids, who he has absolutely no interest in hanging out with. As the weeks go on, Jett starts to get used to the
unplugged life and even bonds with the other kids over their discovery of a baby-lizard-turned-pet, Needles. But he
can’t help noticing that the adults at the Oasis are acting really strange. Jett is determined to get to the bottom of
things, but can he convince everybody that he is no longer just a spoiled brat who is making trouble? Pop Scholastic
Canada Gordon Korman's acclaimed and timely YA novel explores the dangerous side of high school contact sports.
Marcus is new in town and is hoping to make the championship high school football team, but it seems like a closed
club, run by current star quarterback Troy. One day, while tossing the ball around in a park one day, Marcus meets
Charlie, a man in his ﬁfties who can play football like an old pro, which is exactly what he happens to be — a former
NFL player and local celebrity. Charlie has boundless energy and coaches Marcus on his fear of being tackled, but as
Marcus becomes more involved in this friendship with Charlie, it becomes painfully obvious to him, through the
simplicity of Charlie's thoughts, that the long-term eﬀects of the violent plays he suﬀered during his football glory
days have taken their toll on Charlie. With wit and sensitivity, Gordon Korman tackles truths about high school sports,
while delivering a poignant story about an unlikely friendship. Schooled Scholastic Canada Capricorn (Cap) Anderson has
never watched television. He's never tasted a pizza. Never heard of a wedgie. Since he was little, his only experience
has been living on a farm commune and being home-schooled by his hippie grandmother, Rain. But when Rain falls out
of a tree while picking plums and has to stay in the hospital, Cap is forced to move in with a guidance counselor and
her cranky teen daughter and attend the local middle school. While Cap knows a lot about tie-dying and Zen Buddhism,
no education could prepare him for the politics of public school. Right from the beginning, Cap's weirdness makes him
a moving target at Claverage Middle School (dubbed C-Average by the students). He has long, ungroomed hair; wears
hemp clothes; and practises tai chi on the lawn. Once Zack Powers, big man on campus, spots Cap, he can't wait to
introduce him to the age-old tradition at C-Average: the biggest nerd is nominated for class president—and wins. The
Juvie Three Scholastic Canada Gecko doesn't want to go back to Juvenile Detention, but trouble somehow always ﬁnds
him... Graham "Gecko" Fosse drove the getaway car for a robbery he didn't even know was going down. But that
doesn't keep him out of Juvie — the worst place he has ever been. It's a place where its inmates, some convicted
teenage killers, could easily write an encyclopedia on how to inﬂict pain. Thankfully, do-gooder Douglas Healy shows
up, giving Gecko a chance to swap the slammer for a halfway house lived in by two other young criminals. There are
just three crucial conditions — the three boys must stay in school and out of trouble, all while staying on Social
Services' good side. Or else it's back to Juvie for all of them. But Terence seems bent on getting himself into trouble —
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the boys catch him sneaking down the ﬁre escape, oﬀ to pull another heist. If only their ﬁght hadn't gotten physical
and Healy hadn't wound up in the hospital with amnesia. If only Gecko wasn't falling for a girl whose dad's best friend
was the Deputy Police chief. And that's just the beginning of their problems. One thing's for certain: if the boys are
found out, their second chance will be their last... Notorious HarperCollins A funny, suspenseful mystery and unlikely
friendship story from New York Times bestselling author Gordon Korman—perfect for fans of Swindle and Ungifted.
Keenan has lived all over the world but nowhere quite as strange as Centerlight Island, which is split between the
United States and Canada. The only thing weirder than Centerlight itself is his neighbor Zarabeth, aka ZeeBee. ZeeBee
is obsessed with the island’s history as a Prohibition-era smuggling route. She’s also convinced that her beloved dog,
Barney, was murdered—something Keenan ﬁnds pretty hard to believe. Just about everyone on Centerlight is a
suspect, because everyone hated Barney, a huge dog—part mastiﬀ, part rottweiler—notorious for terrorizing the
community. Accompanied by a mild-mannered new dog who is practically Barney’s opposite, ZeeBee enlists Keenan’s
help to solve the mystery. As Keenan and ZeeBee start to unravel the clues, they uncover a shocking conspiracy that
dates back to Centerlight’s gangster past. The good news is that Keenan may have found the best friend he’s ever had.
The bad news is that the stakes are sky-high. And now someone is after them. . . . This Can't be Happening at
Macdonald Hall! Scholastic Inc. As they seem to be at the bottom of every prank at Macdonald Hall, the headmaster
decides to separate roommates Bruno and Boots, but to little avail. The Gifted, the Talented, and Me Bloomsbury
Publishing USA For fans of John Corey Whaley, a clever coming-of-age story about ﬁtting in and ﬁnding your way in a toocomplicated world. Pitch-perfect and hilarious." - Kirkus Reviews Fifteen-year-old Sam is not a famous vlogger, he's
never gone viral, and he doesn't want to be the Next Big Thing. In fact, he's ordinary and proud of it. None of which
was a problem until Dad got rich and Mom made the whole family move to London. Now Sam's oﬀ to the North London
Academy for the Gifted and Talented, where everyone's busy planning Hollywood domination or starting alt-metal
psychedelica crossover bands. Sam knows he'll never belong, even if he wanted to -- but can he ﬁnd himself on his own
terms? I Want to Go Home Scholastic Canada Gordon Korman’s uproarious, outrageous, and all-too-familiar summer
camp adventure is BACK! Rudy Miller really isn’t into the whole camping thing. So when his parents send him to Camp
Algonkian “for his own good” all he wants to do is go home. Rudy teams up with his cabin-mate Mike for a series of
carefully planned — yet hilariously bungled — escape attempts. Unfortunately, their counsellor (and nemesis) Chip is
as determined to keep them there as they are to get away. Rudy and Mike spend their days plotting, playing chess,
and working oﬀ punishments for their failed escapes. Hmmm, maybe it isn’t such a bad way to spend the summer after
all . . . Gordon Korman 2-Book Collection Masterminds and Ungifted HarperCollins Here are two adventure-packed novels
perfect for introducing middle grade readers to the work of #1 New York Times bestselling author Gordon Korman.
Ungifted: When Donovan Curtis pulls a major prank at his middle school, he thinks he's ﬁnally gone too far. But thanks
to a mix-up by one of the administrators, instead of getting in trouble, Donovan is sent to a special program for gifted
and talented students. The program couldn't be a more perfectly unexpected hideout for someone like him. But as the
students and teachers grow to realize that Donovan may not be good at math or science (or just about anything), he
shows that his gifts may be exactly what these students never knew they needed. Masterminds: In idyllic Serenity,
New Mexico, honesty and integrity are valued above all else. The thirty kids who live there never lie—they know it's a
short leap from that to the awful problems of other, less fortunate places. Then one day Eli Frieden bikes to the edge
of the city limits and something so crazy and unexpected happens, it changes everything. Action-packed and full of
unexpected twists, this new series is perfect for young fans of James Patterson and John Grisham. Framed (Swindle #3)
Scholastic Inc. The hilarious third SWINDLE book - now in paperback! Griﬃn Bing's new principal doesn't like him. And
Griﬃn doesn't like the boot camp football atmosphere the new principal has brought. Griﬃn manages to stay out of
trouble -- until a Super Bowl ring disappears from the school's display case, with Griﬃn's retainer left in its place.
Griﬃn has been framed! Unfortunately, the Man doesn't have a Plan - and everything his team tries to ﬁnd out who
really took the ring backﬁres. Griﬃn ends up in an alternate school, then under house arrest, and ﬁnally with an
electronic anklet - with no way to prove his innocence! Griﬃn smells a rat - but will he be able to solve the mystery in
time? Masterminds: Payback HarperCollins The thrilling ﬁnale to the New York Times bestselling Masterminds trilogy
from middle grade star author Gordon Korman. Perfect for fans of Stranger Things and James Patterson! After a
serious betrayal from one of their former friends, the clones of Project Osiris are on the run again. Now separated into
pairs, Eli and Tori and Amber and Malik are ﬁghting to survive in the real world. Amber and Malik track down the one
person they think can help them prove the existence of Project Osiris, notorious mob boss Gus Alabaster, also known
as Malik’s DNA donor. But as Malik gets pulled into the criminal world—tantalized by hints of a real family—his actions
put him and Amber into greater danger. Eli and Tori get sucked into even bigger conspiracies as they hunt down
Project Osiris’s most closely guarded secrets—who does Eli’s DNA come from? With a surprising new ally and another
cross-country adventure, the four will have to work together to overcome the worst parts of themselves if they are
going to end Project Osiris once and for all. Masterminds Harper Collins The ﬁrst book in the action-packed trilogy from
New York Times bestselling author Gordon Korman is perfect for fans of Stranger Things and James Patterson. Eli
Frieden has never left Serenity, New Mexico...why would he ever want to? Then one day, he bikes to the edge of the
city limits and something so crazy and unexpected happens, it changes everything. Eli convinces his friends to help
him investigate further, and soon it becomes clear that nothing is as it seems in Serenity. The clues mount to reveal a
shocking discovery, connecting their ideal crime-free community to some of the greatest criminal masterminds ever
known. The kids realize they can trust no one—least of all their own parents. The Unteachables HarperCollins A hilarious
new middle grade novel from beloved and bestselling author Gordon Korman about what happens when the worst class
of kids in school is paired with the worst teacher—perfect for fans of Ms. Bixby’s Last Day. A good choice for summer
reading or anytime! The Unteachables are a notorious class of misﬁts, delinquents, and academic train wrecks. Like
Aldo, with anger management issues; Parker, who can’t read; Kiana, who doesn’t even belong in the class—or any
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class; and Elaine (rhymes with pain). The Unteachables have been removed from the student body and isolated in room
117. Their teacher is Mr. Zachary Kermit, the most burned-out teacher in all of Greenwich. He was once a rising star,
but his career was shattered by a cheating scandal that still haunts him. After years of phoning it in, he is ﬁnally one
year away from early retirement. But the superintendent has his own plans to torpedo that idea—and it involves
assigning Mr. Kermit to the Unteachables. The Unteachables never thought they’d ﬁnd a teacher who had a worse
attitude than they did. And Mr. Kermit never thought he would actually care about teaching again. Over the course of a
school year, though, room 117 will experience mayhem, destruction—and maybe even a shot at redemption. The
Hypnotists Turtleback Swindle Scholastic Inc. Ocean's 11 . . . with 11-year-olds, in a super stand-alone heist caper from
Gordon Korman! After a mean collector named Swindle cons him out of his most valuable baseball card, Griﬃn Bing
must put together a band of misﬁts to break into Swindle's compound and recapture the card. There are many things
standing in their way -- a menacing guard dog, a high-tech security system, a very secret hiding place, and their
inability to drive -- but Griﬃn and his team are going to get back what's rightfully his . . . even if hijinks ensue. This is
Gordon Korman at his crowd-pleasing best, perfect for readers who like to hoot, howl, and heist. Once Upon a Mix-Up
Simon and Schuster Stephanie accidentally sells Mrs. Martin's valuable necklace at a charity fund-raiser, while Michelle,
who is starring in the class production of Cinderella, ﬁnds that the boy playing Prince Charming wants to rehearse with
her all the time. Nosepickers From Outer Space Disney-Hyperion Fourth-grader Devin is disappointed in the nerdy
exchange student who comes to live with his family, until he realizes that Stan is not from Chicago but from outer
space. Angelhood Nanette's idea of escaping life backﬁres on her when she discovers she's a guardian angel, and the
only way to earn her wings is to prevent young Vera from taking her own life. Operation Do-Over HarperCollins From the
New York Times bestselling author of The Unteachables, Gordon Korman, comes a hilarious new high-concept
friendship story in the vein of Back to the Future. Perfect for fans of Korman’s Restart. Mason and Ty were once the
very best of friends, like two nerdy sides of the same coin . . . until seventh grade, when Ava Petrakis came along. Now
Mason can trace everything bad in his life to that terrible ﬁght they had over the new girl. The one thing he’d give
anything for is a do-over. But that can’t happen in real life—can it? As a science kid, Mason knows do-overs are
impossible, so he can’t believe it when he wakes up from a freak accident and ﬁnds himself magically transported back
to seventh grade. His parents aren’t yet divorced and his beloved sheepdog is still alive. Best of all, he and Ty haven’t
had their falling-out yet. It makes no logical sense, but Mason is determined to use this second chance to not only save
his friendship (and his dog!) but do other things diﬀerently—like trying out for the football team and giving new
friends a chance. There’s just one person he’ll be avoiding at all costs: Ava. But despite his best eﬀorts, will he be able
to stop the chain of events that made his previous life implode? My Life As a Potato Random House Books for Young
Readers "When Ben Hardy is forced to become the school's mascot, Steve the Spud, he wants to keep the embarrassing
gig a secret at all costs"-- What We Lost Little, Brown Books for Young Readers Hope can be hard to hold on to. When
thirteen-year-old Jody goes missing, the national spotlight turns to Samara Taylor's small town of Pineview. With few
clues for investigators to follow, everyone is a suspect, including Jody's older brother, Nick. But even as the town
rallies in solidarity, Sam feels more alone than ever. Her mother is drifting farther and farther away while her father
grows increasingly preoccupied as he steps in to help Jody's family in the wake of the disappearance. During the tense,
uncomfortable days that follow, Sam draws closer to Nick as the local tragedy intersects with her personal one.
National Book Award ﬁnalist Sara Zarr delivers a powerful novel (originally published under the title Once Was Lost)
about community, family, faith, and one girl's realization that sometimes you have to lose everything to ﬁnd what's
been missing all along. Froodle Macmillan One day, amidst the usual chirps, tweets, and caws, a little brown bird
decides to try singing a new song and sets oﬀ an interesting reaction. No More Dead Dogs Little, Brown Books for Young
Readers Best-selling author Gordon Korman's middle-grade favorite, now with a fresh look! Wallace Wallace won’t lie,
even if it means detention. And after he handed in a scorching book report of the classic novel, Old Shep, My Pal,
detention is just what he’s been handed. He is sure he’s done nothing wrong: he hated every minute of that book,
especially when the dog dies in the end! Why do dogs always die at the end? Wallace refuses to do a rewrite of his
report, so his English teacher, who happens to be directing the school play of Old Shep, My Pal, forces him go to the
rehearsals to teach him a lesson on why the story is the way it is. Surrounded by theater kids who are apprehensive of
him, Wallace sets out to prove himself. But not by changing his mind. Instead, he changes the play into a rock-and-roll
rendition, complete with Rollerblades and a moped! Hot Dog Girl Penguin Books Now in paperback, a fresh and funny
contemporary YA rom-com about teens working as costumed characters in a local amusement park. Elouise (Lou)
Parker is determined to have the absolute best, most impossibly epic summer of her life. There are just a few things
standing in her way: - She's landed a job at Magic Castle Playland . . . as a giant dancing hot dog. - Her crush, the
dreamy diving pirate Nick, already has a girlfriend, who is literally the princess of the park. But Lou's never liked
anyone, guy or otherwise, this much before, and now she wants a chance at her own happily ever after. - Her best
friend, Seeley, the carousel operator, has always been up for anything, but she's decidedly not on board when it comes
to Lou's quest to set her up with the perfect girl or Lou's scheme to get close to Nick. - And it turns out that this will be
their last summer at Magic Castle Playland--ever--unless she can ﬁnd a way to stop it from closing. Jennifer Dugan's
sparkling debut coming-of-age queer romance stars a princess, a pirate, a hot dog, and a carousel operator who ﬁnd
love--and themselves--in unexpected people and unforgettable places. Guitar Notes Carolrhoda Lab ™ On odd days, Tripp
uses a school practice room to let loose on a borrowed guitar. Eyes closed, strumming that beat-up instrument, Tripp
escapes to a world where only the music matters. On even days, Lyla Marks uses the same practice room. To Tripp,
she's trying to become even more perfect—she's already a straight-A student and an award-winning cellist. But when
Lyla begins leaving notes for him in between the strings of the guitar, his life intersects with hers in a way he never
expected. What starts as a series of snippy notes quickly blossoms into the sharing of interests and secrets and
dreams, and the forging of a very unlikely friendship. Challenging each other to write songs, they begin to connect,
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even though circumstances threaten to tear them apart. From beloved author Mary Amato comes a YA novel of wit and
wisdom, both heartfelt and heartbreaking, about the power of music and the unexpected chords that draw us together.
Sass & Serendipity Ember Unlike her romantic sister, Gabby is down-to-earth and doesn't put her trust in relationships,
but when the richest boy in school befriends her, she discovers that emotional barriers might actually be getting the
way of her happiness. Linked Scholastic Inc. An unforgettable novel from the New York Times bestseller Gordon Korman
Link, Michael, and Dana live in a quiet town. But it's woken up very quickly when someone sneaks into school and
vandalizes it with a swastika. Nobody can believe it. How could such a symbol of hate end up in the middle of their
school? Who would do such a thing? Because Michael was the ﬁrst person to see it, he's the ﬁrst suspect. Because Link
is one of the most popular guys in school, everyone's looking to him to ﬁgure it out. And because Dana's the only
Jewish girl in the whole town, everyone's treating her more like an outsider than ever. The mystery deepens as more
swastikas begin to appear. Some students decide to ﬁght back and start a project to bring people together instead of
dividing them further. The closer Link, Michael, and Dana get to the truth, the more there is to face-not just the crimes
of the present, but the crimes of the past. With Linked, Gordon Korman, the author of the acclaimed novel Restart,
poses a mystery for all readers where the who did it? isn't nearly as important as the why? The Lifters Yearling Twelveyear-old Gran and his new friend, Catalina, journey underground to defeat a strange force that threatens their town,
Carousel. I am still not a Loser Egmont UK The second book in the brilliant Roald Dahl Funny Prize winning BARRY LOSER
series. Perfect for readers aged 7-10 years old and fans of Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Tom Gates and Dennis the Menace.
You know when someone's horrible to you in a dream and you wake up really annoyed with them? That's what
happened to me with my best friend Bunky. Barry has a new problem: Gordon Smugly - who's got the most perfect
name for himself ever in the history of having a name, because he looks like a Gordon and is smug and ugly - has
stolen Barry's best friend. Join Barry as he attempts to get Bunky back, organises a girly-screamvoice test and tries to
avoid seeing his teacher kissing his gran. Have you got all of Jim Smith’s amazekeel books? I am not a Loser I am still
not a Loser I am so over being a Loser I am sort of a Loser Barry Loser and the holiday of doom Barry Loser and the
case of the crumpled carton Barry Loser’s ultimate book of keelness Barry Loser hates half term My mum is a loser My
dad is a loser Future Ratboy and the attack of the killer robot grannies Future Ratboy and the invasion of the nom
noms Future Ratboy and the quest for the missing thingy Barry Loser: I am Not a Loser was selected as a Tom Fletcher
Book Club 2017 title. Jim Smith is the keelest kids’ book author in the whole wide world amen. He graduated from art
school with ﬁrst class honours (the best you can get) and went on to create the branding for a sweet little chain of
coﬀee shops. He also designs cards and gifts under the name Waldo Pancake. The Zero Degree Zombie Zone Scholastic
Inc. In the spirit of Tony Abbott's UNDERWORLD books, comes the new kid on the block - Barkari Katari Johnson! Shy
fourth-grader Bakari Katari Johnson is having a bad day. He's always coming up against Tariq Thomas, the most
popular kid in their class, and today is no diﬀerent. On top of that, Bakari has found a strange ring that appears to
have magical powers--and the people from the ring's fantastical other world want it back! Can Bakari and his best
friend Wardell stave oﬀ the intruders' attempts, keep the ring safe, and stand up to Tariq and his pal Keisha, all before
the school bell rings? Media celebrity and Essence Magazine entertainment producer, Patrik Henry Bass delivers
adventure, fun, fantasy and friendship in this illustrated action-packed adventure starring an African American boy
hero and his classmates.
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